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Placer officials irked
Placer County SupeIVisor
Kir.k Uhler says government
regulations are slowing

efforts to reduce conges
tion on a key ramp connec
tionbetweenInre~mte80

and Highway 65.
Every day, the two-lane
ramp from 1-80 eastbound
to 65 gets clogged.
Uhler and others ~t the
Placer County Transporta
tion Planning Agency be
lieve there is just enough
room on the ramp to paint
in striping for a third lane..
. It would be only a rempo
rary fix, Uhler said, until
the Placer agency can come
up with the many millions
it will take for a planned
redo of the entire inter
change.
But the vetting process,

including environmental
reviews, for the restriping
could take 18 months and
cost up to $350,000.
"Absurd," Uhler said.
"I'd go to Home Depot
and buy the paint, cone it
off and do it myself, if
that'd help."
His agency's representa
tives are talking with the
smte Department of Trans
portation about whethe(
something can be worked
outto movethe process
faster.
If not, commute~ won't
be moving any fasrer soon.

Call The Bee's Tony
Bizjak, (916) 321-1059.
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Aurburn Folsom Ro.ad widening project to get immediate funding
Right-of-way easements
acquired on all but five parcels
The Placer County Board of
Supervisors plans to transfer up
tQ $7.7 million for the north
phase of the Auburn-Folsom
Road widening project.
The project has been divided
into three phases and, when
completed, will widen the
much-traveled thoroughfare
from two lanes to four lanes.
The fust two phases of the

project are complete and the
last phase (North Phase) will
continue the road widening
from Ann Place to Douglas
Boulevard.
The action the board took last
week will transfer, up to $7.7
million for the north phase
from the Countywide Impact
Fee to augment Granite Bay Fee
Districts Funds and the South
Placer Regional Transportation
Authority (SPRTA) funds,
according to a press release

issued by Placer Coun~
The project will eventually
receive $8 million from the SPR
TA. However, that will not begin
until 2014-15 and will occur at
the rate of $1 million per year,
according to a statement..
Ifthe project were postponed
while waiting for this funding,
the county would lose the
opportunity to leverage fee pro
gram revenue during a time of
low construction costs, accord
ing to a statement.

Utilizing the funds now pro
vides the public with benefits of
the project much sooner,
according to the statement.
The Board of Supervisors also
plans to hold a public hearing
at 10 a.m. Tuesday, March 27 for
the purpose of adopting a Reso
lution of Necessity to acquire
real property through eminent
domain.
Right-of-way easements have
been acquired for the project
with the exception of five

parcels, according to a state
ment. Although negotiations
with the property owners have
been taking place since 2006,
an impasse exists which threat
ens the final phase of the
wide~ing project, according to
the statement.
Public Works management
was given direction by the
board to meet with the property
owners to continue negotia
tions as soon as possible.
- Toby Lewis

Back-seat Driver: Tighter restrictions on bicycles
planned on Capitol Corridor trains
By Tony Bizjak- Sacramento Bee - Friday, March 2, 2012

Capitol Corridor officials say so many commuters now bring bikes aboard intercity trains it's become a
nuisance in the aisles. Not just the aisles. We've heard cyclists have even stored bikes in disabled restrooms.
About 10 percent of CC Riders now bring a bike aboard - double the percentage from just a few years ago.
That number is bound to increase with spring weather and high gas prices.
Cap Corridor officials say they intend to implement tighter policies on where bikes can be stored and how
many are allowed. That may mean, they say, some would-be train riders with bikes will be told they cannot
board.
"We are going to work as hard as we can to avoid that," Cap Corridor's Jim Allison said.
Officials will hold off on new restrictions a few months, though, until they can get word out to riders, and
make sure all conductors know the rules. Then they'll start by red-tagging inappropriately stored bikes with a
note telling the owner the new rules.
Train officials also plan to add bike lockers at stations and retrofit some trains to make room for more bikes,
but that will take time.
In the meantime, Allison said, maybe some riders will buy folding bikes they can put behind their seats, or
bikes with easy clip-off wheels.
Jim Antone, who commutes from Roseville to Davis with his bike, hopes the enforcement will not be hard
nosed. "There is a public benefit of people riding to the station and not driving," he said. Next stop:
Streetcars?

"The time has come for streetcars in Sacramento," says City Councilman Steve Cohn.
That may sound odd, especially among those of you who remember their demise here more than a half
century ago as cars took over. But officials are excited about modern trolleys enlivening downtown streets,
boosting business, and getting more people out of cars. They unveiled plans this week for an eventual network
of eight lines. The starter line would link West Sacramento and downtown Sacramento.
The streetcar niche is narrow, though, and the cost is high. The proposed 1.3-mile starter line and vehicles
could be $130 million. The city doesn't have the money. It'll need state and federal help.
No sooner than five years. .

First trolley ETA:

From the Sacramento Business Journal:
http://www.bizjournals.com/sacramento/print-edition/2012/02/10/fed-transportation-funding-criticized.html

Fed transportation funding proposal
draws critics
Premium content from Sacramento Business Journal by Kent Hoover,
Washington Bureau Chief

Date: Friday, February 10, 2012, 3:00am PST
Related:

Logistics & Transportation, Policy
If the devil is in the details, there are a lot of demons behind the wheel in the House of
Representatives' proposed $260 billion bill to fund highway and transit projects over the
next four and a half years.

Conservatives think the bill is too expensive, particularly since Congress is taking money
from the government's general fund to help pay for transportation projects, instead of
limiting them to what can be paid for through gasoline taxes. Environmentalists don't like
the fact that some of this extra money would be generated by expanded oil and natural gas
drilling on public lands and offshore.
Business groups, who think a multiyear funding bill for transportation improvements is long
overdue, are troubled by specific provisions. They've joined state and local officials in
fighting a change in transit funding made by the House Ways and Means Committee.
Transit programs would no longer get 2.8 cents of the federal government's 18.4-cent
gasoline tax. Instead, the bill would transfer $40 billion in general fund revenues to a new
transit account.
This amount not only is inadequate, it also would subject transit funding to the annual
whims of the congressional appropriations process, states a letter to House leaders signed
by 600 organizations. .
"This change will make it impossible for public transit systems across the country to plan
for the future," the letter states.
Transit funding is also important for smaller cities with bus systems, said Janet Kavinoky,
executive director of transportation and infrastructure for the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce and vice president for Americans for Transportation Mobility.
The chamber supported the House highway bill, formally known as the American Energy

and Infrastructure Jobs Act, when it was introduced, but the change to transit funding
"certainly gives us pause," Kavinoky said.
There's "a very realistic possibility" that the bill could be amended to restore the existing
transit funding formula when the legislation reaches the House floor later this month, she
said.
The Associated General Contractors of America also is concerned about transit funding,
but it's optimistic problems with the bill can be worked out. Both the House and the Senate
are committed to passing a long-term transportation bill, and President Barack Obama
"routinely cites the need" for it, said Brian Turmail, AGC's executive director of public
affairs.
"We are very encourag-ed by the fact that this legislation will significantly accelerate
transportation improvements across the country by cutting the needless red tape and
regulatory redundancies that have forced projects to languish for years awaiting federal
approval to move forward," Turmail said.
House highway bill
Title: American Energy & Infrastructure Jobs Act (H.R. 7)
Status: Approved by committees Feb. 2 and Feb. 3
What it does:
-- ·
d ~ ty
• Provides $260 billion in federal funding over five years for highway, transit an sa e
progrnms
.
• Consolidates or eliminates 70 federal surface transportation programs
• Gives states more flexibility on how to spend funds
• Streamlines project review process
.
Source: House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee
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Bypass opening just a few months away
Carol Feineman, Editor

I, along with several other residents, have discovered a great new road to walk dogs, bike and, at the same time, see
picturesque views of Lincoln.
While this road will soon be off-limits to

pe~estrians

and bicyclists, that's OK. It was never meant to be a trail.

And I don't think any of us taking advantage now of the road minds that we will soon have to find a new place to play
on.
Even though this one offers postcard-quality views of our city's neighborhoods 'from a birds-eye view, is clean and
smooth to walk, bike or run on.
Because it's the long-awaited Highway 65 bypass. It was proposed almost 40 years ago (in 1973) by Caltrans.
The almost 12-mile bypass is from south of Industrial Avenue in Lincoln to north of Riosa Road past Sheridan.
The bypass' draft environmental document was completed in 2003 and construction on Phase 1 began in 2008.
Phase 1 includes four lanes (two in each direction) from Industrial Avenue to Nelson Lane and two lanes (one in each
direction) from Nelson Road to Riosa Road.
Phase Two includes extending the four-lane segment 'from Nelson Lane to Sheridan.
Phase 1's ending will be marked by the bypass opening.
That date will be in September, according to Lincoln's public services director Mark Miller on Monday.
Much of the traffic now bottlenecking at intersections along the main thoroughfare through town will be diverted to
the bypass.
As a result, our main street through town, called Highway 65 or G Street or Lincoln Boulevard, will be pedestrian- and
biker-friendIy.
The bypass should take a third to half of the vehicles currently traveling through Highway 65's downtown portion,
Miller said last year.
Daily average traffic on G Street in 2004/2005 was about 37,500 vehicles, according to a city study.
The city of Lincoln paid Gruen Gruen + Associates to produce a study in 2010 "to identify strategic marketing, planning
and policy-related actions that build upon and enhance the downtown's strengths, given the anticipated completion of
the Highway 65 bypass."
The Gruen Gruen report found downtown's primary disadvantage was "the high speed, through traffic, especially truck
traffic, including lumber aggregate trucks, associated with Highway 65 ..."
That report echoes an April 28, 2005 News Messenger article about the bypass eventually being completed.
The April 2005 article stated that many residents and business owners in Lincoln "can't wait until that day finally"
arrives.
"It's impacting us terribly already," Konnie Fritts was quoted in the article about traffic and the parking problems
associated with downtown Lincoln.
Fritts is the former owner of Sierra Hills Framing on G Street.
In the 2005 article, Fritts said traffic along Highway 65, or G Street, as well as construction projects in the downtown
area, makes it hard for residents to not only find parking places but also drive vehicles in the area. She said that
customers sometimes drive around the block several times before they can find a place to park. Other customers told
her they quit trying and came back later.

Hopefully, when the bypass opens by next fall, customers will feel welcome visiting stores bordering G Street.
The bypass will positively change the way Lincoln looks.
There will be less traffic and traffic light cycles will be shortened, thus making it easier for drivers on G Street.
Walking and biking downtown will also be easier for those who live near First Street School or Foskett Ranch, for
example, because traffic lights won't stay red for up to five minutes.
It's exciting to consider the-"new face" Lincoln will soon have.
The bypass is a long time in the making. It is a partnership between the city of Lincoln, Placer County, Caltrans, the
Placer County Transportation Planning Agency, the South Placer Regional Transportation Authority and the federal
government.
The bypass construction is a $325 million investment, with funds mostly coming from state and federal agencies.
"It's our highway and our gas tax dollars coming back to Lincoln," said Lincoln City Councilman Tom Cosgrove. He has
been credited by bypass representatives as being a key player of this project.
As for outdoor enthusiasts having temporary fun on the bypass, they will have a new sidewalk/bike/NEV path to play
on in the near future, according to Lincoln's public services director Miller.
A new sidewalk and biking/NEV trail will eventually connect from downtown G Street to the Raley's Shopping Center,
Miller said.
That will be a great way to stay in shape while walking, biking or checking out nearby stores.
Carol Feineman can be reached at
carolf@goldcountrymedia.com··
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Highway 65 bypass to open by fall
Construction began in 2008
By Stephanie Dumm News Messenger Reporter

Editor's note: This story is the first in a series
about the Highway 65 Bypass, exploring how it
will affect residents, what Lincoln businesses
thrived because of Highway 65 traveling
through Lincoln and what long-time residents
say about the bypass.
With major construction work stopped during
winter, the Highway 65 bypass is expected to
open by late summer or early fall.
That's according to representatives from both
Caltrans and the Placer County Transportation
Planning Agency (PCTPA).

Michael Kirby/The News r./lessen{jer

1 Those driving on the Highway 65 Bypass near the Ferrari Ranch
Road exit will get a birdseye view of Lincoln. The bypass is
expected to open late summer or early fall.

"Right now, for the most part, we are in winter
suspension on activities like paving and earth
moving," said Caltrans spokesman Mark Dinger
on Monday. "There is some electrical work
going on right now. We are installing lighting
and conduit."

Dinger said major construction could start as
soon as mid-April. The start of that depends on "a clear forecast for more than a week."
Bypass contractors are DaSilva Gates from Dublin and FCI Constructors from Benicia, according to Dinger.
"Our major work that we have left is the connections," Dinger said. "The final paving needs to be completed."
Those connections are the northern connection north of Sheridan and the southern connection where the 20MPH
curve is currently located, Dinger said. They will connect existing Highway 65 to the bypass.
Once the bypass is complete, Dinger said, the temporary 20M PH curve will no longer be in use.
The length of the bypass is 11.7 miles, according to Placer County Transportation Planning Agency executive director
Celia McAdam. She said the entire length needs several layers of rubberized asphalt applied before the bypass can be
driven on.
"The rubber your tire actually hits is going to be rubberized asphalt," McAdam said. "You can't do that (paving) until
the weather is warm enough for it to set."
McAdam said the bypass opening date "is not set in stone."
"At this point, the target date is the end of August but it could be earlier; it could be later," McAdam said. "It could be
anywhere from July, August or September."
Construction of the bypass started in 2008, McAdam said, and was first proposed by Caltrans in 1973.
McAdam said Caltrans and the city of Lincoln have been "key participants" in making the bypass happen and "key
people" include Lincoln City Councilman Tom Cosgrove, California Transportation Commission member Jim Earp and
Caltrans resident engineer Carl Berexa.
"Tom Cosgrove, who's been on my board and on the City Council for many years, has been working on this and
obviously keeping the project at the forefront," McAdam said. "(Carl Berexa) is out there on the job, coordinating all of
the construction and making sure problems are taken care of, keeping on schedule. He's done a fabulous job."

A ribbon cutting and a parade will commemorate the bypass opening, according to McAdam.
The bypass is being completed in two phases, according to the Highway 65 Bypass website, lincolnbypass.com, which
was written by Placer County Transportation Planning Agency staff.
Funding for the bypass mainly came from federal and state agencies, according to Cosgrove.
The first phase, which has an estimated cost of $290 million, was the construction of four lanes from Industrial Avenue
to Nelson Lane, and two lanes north of that to Sheridan, according to the website.
The second phase will be done in two parts.
Phase 2a is the construction of two additional lanes from Nelson Lane to West Wise Road, according to the website,
and construction will begin in the summer of 2012.
Phase 2b is the construction of two additional lanes from West Wise Road to Sheridan, and is currently unfunded,
according to the website.
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Highway 65, railroad help build Lincoln
By Stephanie Dumm News Messenger Reporter
Editor's note: This is the second in a three
part series about the Highway 65 Bypass,
exploring how it will affect residents, what
Lincoln businesses thrived because of Highway
65 traveling through Lincoln and what
longtime residents say about the bypass.
The opening of the Highway 65 Bypass in late
summer or early fall could be the start of
another evolution in Lincoln's history.
That's according to Lincoln City Councilman
and Placer County Transportation Planning
Agency member Tom Cosgrove, who has been
working for 15 years "on the realignment of
Highway 65."
"The reason it's important is I think it's fairly
clear to see that until Highway 65 was
Mona Parten, left, has a gallon of paint mixed by Ace Hardware
realigned, we would never be able to see the
department manager Patti Brown. Brown said being located on
kind of benefit in our downtown area to
Highway 65 helps "because we have a lot of traffic" which brings
businesses because of the congestion,"
people into the store. She said she didn't think the bypass would
Cosgrove said. "We'd never open up
affect her store's business, because a lot of shoppers are local.
opportunities for retail commercial chains like
we currently have. Target, Home Depot, TJ Maxx and Ross, all of these are very important to our community."
Michael Kirby/The News Messenger

Businesses were originally drawn to Lincoln because of the railroad, said Lincoln historian and Lincoln Area Archives
Museum co-founder Jerry Logan.
"Lincoln was founded in 1859 and was settled when the railroad came through in 1861," Logan said. "The railroad was
the main reason Lincoln was founded. In 1861, the rail arrived and service began between Lincoln and Sacramento,
and within a year, ~hree hotels opened."
Businesses from mining towns such as Gold Hill, Fox's Flat and Virginiatown moved into Lincoln because of the
railroad, according to Logan, so they would sell and transport their goods.
"Farmers had a place to bring their products to ship," Logan said.
While it could not be determined exactly when Highway 65 was first built, Logan said, the route was a dirt road until
being paved in 1915.
"In 1913, the speed limit was 8 MPH so you couldn't go any faster than a horse or buggy could go," Logan said. "The
early version of Highway 65 was 99E."
City Council adopted a resolution calling for freeway status of 99E in June 1963, Logan said, and 99E became Highway
65 in December 1963.
"As trucks became popular for hauling, the highway added another dimension," Logan said. "It added more flexible
transport. The railroad couldn't go scooting out to Hungry Hollow but a truck could."
Lincoln ''would have been an island" without the railroad and highway, according to Lincoln Area Archives-Museum
executive director Shirley Russell.
Highway 65 and the railroad "kept commerce going," Russell said.
"In front of Beermann's was a scale you could bring your grain on a truck and have it weighed," Russell said. "Farmers
could bring their grain and have it trucked out. They sold their grain at the granaries."

Highway 65 attracted various businesses, Logan and Russell both pointed out.
"The highway brought

nine~'g'as

stations, and in the old days, nine saloons," Logan said.

Russell said truck drivers for businesses such as Gladding, McBean, Sierra Pacific and Lincoln's two granaries would
stop to eat in Lincoln.
"There were cafes that trucks would stop at and the cannery, when it was going strong, all of the trucks brought fruit
in and out," Russell said.
The cannery Russell was referring to was once located where Flocchini Circle currently is, adjacent to the railroad
tracks.
Logan said businesses such as Gladding, McBean and the cannery used both the railroad and highway to transport
items.
"People used both, whatever was most convenient," Logan said. "They loaded a lot of stuff onto the railroad from
trucks. When the cannery needed cans, they probably shipped it by railroad."
Cosgrove also said that "Lincoln formed as a result of the railroad coming through here."
"The city was growing up around an industry that needed access to move the products, and of course the roadway
was here but the railroad ~as the other (mode of transport)," Cosgrove said.
When asked what businesses were drawn to Lincoln because of Highway 65, Cosgrove talked about downtown Lincoln.
"The downtown businesses are the ones that serve the people who live in the community and those downtown
businesses are the ones that are your neighborhood or local businesses," Cosgrove said. "We used to have a different
set of businesses in the downtown area."
Cosgrove said Lincoln used to have new car dealerships, a bowling alley, theater and dry goods stores.
"A large number of businesses that, up until the last 10 years, we hadn't had for a long time," Cosgrove said.
Businesses have chosen to locate along Highway 65 for a reason, Cosgrove said.
"Businesses try to locate where people have access to them so it's a very logical thing for businesses to locate along
Highway 65 because that's where it's easier to get to them," Cosgrove said. "There's sometimes too much of a good
thing and that's what happened along Highway 65 when traffic became so heavy and busy in the mornings and the
afternoon."
Lincoln residents sometimes avoid businesses in the downtown area or along Highway 65, according to Cosgrove,
because of the traffic congestion.
"Early on, it was a road where people located so people could get to them and, over time, it became a heavily traveled
route, so heavily traveled that it discouraged local people from coming to the downtown area," Cosgrove said. "Now
we are evolving again to where we're taking traffic away from the downtown area (because of the bypass) so local
people will be more liable to visit downtown area and it feels more comfortable."

